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On Saturday August 13, 2011 the Port Angeles Farmers Market held a Rapid Market Assessment
or RMA1. This RMA is part of a three‐year farmers market research project led by the
Washington State University Small Farms Program in collaboration with the Washington State
Farmers Market Association and the Farmers Market Action Team. This work is supported by
the Agricultural Food Research Initiative of the National Institute of Food and Agriculture, USDA.
We would like to thank the Port Angeles Farmers Market and especially market manager,
Cynthia Warne, for her wonderful collaboration with this project.
The purpose of a Rapid Market Assessment is to help farmers markets gain new insights and
ideas for improvement. RMAs are done in a participatory way with a diverse assessment team,
typically including local market organizers and community members, as well as managers from
other markets, agricultural professionals, and students. The RMA consists of three
complementary parts: 1) customer counts, 2) a shopper survey, and 3) constructive comments
and observations from the assessment team about the market’s physical site, atmosphere and
vendor mix.
There were fifteen people on the
Port Angeles RMA team, including:
Brian Simmons, Poulsbo Farmers
Market, manager; Candace Jagel, San
Juan Farmers Market, co‐manager
and Ag Coordinator for San Juan
County Extension, Friday Harbor;
Colleen Donovan, WSU Small Farms
Program, Ellensburg; Jenny
Ringwood, WSU graduate student,
Pullman; Jeremy Sage, WSU graduate
student, Pullman; Kathy Monds,
community member, Port Angeles;
Lisa Bridge, Sequim Open Aire
Market, manager, Sequim; Nina Pitts, community member, Port Angeles; Patrice Barrentine,
WSDA Food Safety and Consumer Services and WSFMA board advisor, Olympia; Patty Hannah,
Port Angeles Farmers’ Market, board president, Port Angeles; Rayna Sage, WSU graduate
1

Lev, L., L. Brewer and G. Stephenson, 2008. “Tools for Rapid Market Assessments” Special Report 1088‐E, Oregon
Small Farms Technical Report No. 6.
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student, Pullman; Sandy Edwards, Sequim Open Aire Market, board member and former
vendor, Sequim; Sherry Weed, community member, Port Angeles; Sue Griffin, Port Angeles
Farmers Market, board member, Port Angeles; and Teri Wheeler, Pike Place Market, manager
and WSFMA board president, Seattle.

I.

MARKET OVERVIEW

With a population of just over 19,000, Port Angeles is the largest city in Clallam County
(population 71,400). Located on land originally belonging to the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, the
city is home to an abundant natural resource base and strong cultural heritage. Port Angeles
often serves as a gateway to the Olympic National Park as well as Vancouver Island.
Demographically, Port Angeles is predominantly white, working class; there is also a large
Native American population including the Jamestown S’Klallam, Elwha and Makah tribes. Major
employment is in retail as well as health related services, education (school district and
community college). Marine construction is expanding in the shipyards, and the Nippon pulp
paper mill is still a major employer.
According to the USDA’s 2007 Census of Agriculture, Clallam County has 512 farms, of which
98% are classified as small farms (grossing less than $250,000 per year). Over a quarter (26%) of
farms in Clallam County report selling directly to consumers with total sales of $454,000.
Market:
Market Opened:
Day & Hours:

Season:
Location:

Market Staff:

Incorporation:
Vendor Fees:

Vendors

Port Angeles Farmers Market
http://farmersmarketportangeles.com
Late‐1970’s
Saturday, 10:00 am to 2:00 pm (4 hours per week)
The Port Angeles Farmers Market also operates a Wednesday afternoon
market from 2:30 pm to 6:30 pm in the summer.
Year‐round
The corner of Front and Lincoln Streets in downtown Port Angeles. The
market operates in “The Gateway,” a permanent structure with a roof,
underground parking, electricity, bathrooms, storage and lighting. It’s
adjacent to Clallam Transit Bus Lanes and was built and is run in
cooperation with the Clallam Transit District. Prior to the 2009 move to
this site, the market was in a parking lot downtown next to the Court
House.
One part‐time, year round manager.
Manager is supported by a board of directors.
Cynthia Warne started in 2009
Registered Washington State Non‐Profit Corporation
Vendors pay an annual $50 membership (per calendar year). And, each
vendor pays a percentage of their gross sales at the end of the market
day: 5% for sales under 100% and 8% for sales $100 or more.
The average number of vendors this year has been about 25. Some
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EBT/Credit/Debit

months were up to the full capacity at 32 vendors and other months
(winter) it drops to about 16. On the day of the RMA, there were 13
farm vendors; 6 crafters; 2 bakeries; and 2 prepared food vendors.
Vegetables: carrots, chard, spinach, herbs, arugula, cabbage, bok choi,
broccoli, zucchini, garlic, onions, beets, cauliflower, lettuce, potatoes,
mustards, tomatoes, shallots, kohlrabi, beans
Fruits: gooseberries, raspberries.
Meat: beef and pork;
Dairy: cheese
Seafood: clams, oysters, seafood chowder; chants, black cod, wild king
salmon, rakfish, smoked king
Other: flower bouquets, eggs, honey (jars, sticks, beeswax)
Processed food: salsa
Prepared food: soup, tea, hummus, sandwiches, muffins, scones,
croissants; bread, cookies, tacos, pot stickers, ground coffee
Crafts: jewelry, feathers, stones, beads, candles, wool, recycled rugs
Yes, started in 2011.

Total Sales:

Annual reported sales for 2010 were $349,000.

Products:

II.

ESTIMATED MARKET ATTENDANCE

An estimated 1,714 shoppers came to the Port Angeles Farmers Market on Saturday, August 13,
2011. Potential shoppers entering the market were counted by RMA team members at each of
the four market entrances for a ten minute period during each hour of the market. Tally
counters were used to improve count accuracy. The hourly sample counts were multiplied by
six to get the estimated shoppers per hour. A separate walk‐through count was also done prior
to the opening bell to count shoppers already in the market. The hourly estimate counts plus
the pre‐opening count were totaled to get the estimated daily shopper attendance for the
market.
Table 1. Estimated number of shoppers by hour

Time
Pre-opening estimate:
1st hour: 10:00 am to 11:00 am

Estimated #
of Shoppers
40
426

Estimated %
of Shoppers
2%
25%

2nd hour: 11:00 am to 12:00 pm

516

30%

3rd hour: 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
4th hour: 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm

402
330

23%
19%

1,714

100%

Estimated # of Shoppers
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Comments:
• The estimated number of shoppers coming to the market was greater during the first
half of the market than the second half.
• The second hour appears to have been the busiest single hour (30% of shoppers
entering), although the first and third hours appear to have been very steady (25% and
23% respectively).
• The last hour of the market had an estimated drop in shoppers entering the market
(19%).
August 13th was a calm day, overcast in the morning with more sun as the day progressed.
Vendors remarked that it seemed like the “busiest day so far” that season. The annual Port
Angeles’ “Heritage Days” was also being celebrated downtown that day and a tourist group of
Korean Taekwondo students was present at the market. There was also a local article about the
market and RMA that appeared on the front page of Friday’s newspaper.
Longer hours were also noted by shoppers in their written suggestions. Specific suggestions
ranged from staying open “one more hour” to staying open “until 4:00 pm.” However, if the
market chooses to stay open later, would it pick up additional, new shoppers? If there is a
pattern of attendance tending to fall after 1:00 pm, then the market may consider creating
specific incentives or activities, and make sure there is prepared food available to attract
shoppers during that time. Alternatively, the market could explore opening the market just a
half an hour earlier as a means of testing how increased hours might change overall attendance,
if at all.
Table 2. Estimated number of shoppers by market entrance
Entrances
SW corner/Transit Lane

NE Corner/
Lincoln St

North Ramp

SE Corner/Front St

20.4 %

29.4 %

15.8 %

34.4 %

The market site has a perimeter fence and landscape that oblige shoppers to enter through one
of four clearly defined entrances. This greatly facilitated the hourly shopper counts.
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•
•

•
•

Per our estimates, over a third of shoppers (34.4%) entered the market through the
entrance by the SW Corner and the transit lane. Perhaps people are taking advantage of
the nearby parking lot?
The entrance on Lincoln Street was the second most frequently recorded entrance. This
too may have to do with convenient parking. It seems this would be the most
convenient entrance for people disembarking from the ferry; however, only a relatively
small number of survey respondents reported traveling to the market by ferry.
Overall, there are slightly more shoppers entering from the south side of the market
(54.8%) compared to the north side of the market (45.2%).
According to the RMA counter assigned to the SE corner by Front Street, this entrance
initially seemed to being used primarily by shoppers as an exit.

Knowing where most of the shoppers tend to enter the market can inform where to locate key
signage (e.g. for the bathrooms, ATM, information booth, etc.). Based on the RMA estimates,
the market would be advised to place any festive banners or flags that help attract shoppers at
the Lincoln Street and SW corner entrances. Alternatively, vendors with attractive and colorful
products (e.g. flower vendors) are visually inviting and excellent for entrances. This may be
particularly strategic at the Lincoln Street entrance that had more diffused, open space on the
RMA day. Please also see the RMA team’s comments about entrances in section IV of this
report.

III.

SHOPPER SURVEY QUESTIONS

Six “dot survey” questions were written on large flip‐charts and set up on easels before the
market opened. The RMA team actively encouraged shoppers to participate in the survey. Each
shopper was given six dots to indicate his/her answer to each question. The sheets were
refreshed at each hour of the market. This allowed us to investigate if shopper answers varied
by the time of day. It also helped minimize response bias. On average for all six questions, a
sample of approximately 530 people or an estimated 31% of shoppers participated in the
survey. Raw counts and percentages for each question are included at the end of this report.
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Question 1. Where do you live? (N = 540)

Where Respondents Live
300

49%

250
200
26%

150
100
50

11 %
2%

4%

0

0%

0%

1%

0%

3%

3%

First Half of Market
Second Half of Market

Comments:
• Nearly half (49%) of our sample of market shoppers reported that they live in Port
Angeles. The proportion of respondents from Port Angeles was consistent for first and
second halves of the market. This suggests that 51% of shoppers are coming from
outside of Port Angeles.
• There appear to have been relatively few respondents from other parts of Clallam
County (8% total); and none from Jefferson County. There is also a market in nearby
Sequim (population 6,606) on Saturdays. Neighboring Jefferson County has a Saturday
and Wednesday farmers market in Port Townsend and Sunday market in Chimacum.
• Over a quarter (26%) of respondents selected “Other” which is hard to interpret. Are
they from other US states, other countries?
Question 2. How did you travel to the market today? (N = 536)
•
•
•
•

As with our RMAs at other farmers markets, most respondents reported driving to the
market. In Port Angeles, over two‐thirds (77 %) of shoppers drove to the farmers market.
This trend highlights the importance of available parking near the market.
There was a fairly strong number (13%) who walked.
Relative to other RMAs we have done, the percentage of respondents (5%) who traveled
by bus was the highest we have seen so far. It probably helps that the market is located
at a central transit station.
There were 3% of respondents who came via the ferry which might correspond to the 3%
who reported they lived in Victoria. If not already in place, clear signage about the
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•

market on the ferry and, on Saturdays, directions on how to get to the market from the
ferry dock may be helpful.
There doesn’t appear to be a significant difference between the first and second half of
the market in terms of how respondents traveled to the market.

Modes of Travel to the Market
300
47%

250
200

29%

150
100

13%

50

5%

3%

2%

Bus,
rideshare,
carpool?

Ferry

Other?

1%

0
Foot

Bicycle

Small or
Mid‐sized
Car

Large Car,
SUV, or
Truck

First Half of Market

Second Half of Market

Question 3. How often do you shop at this market? (N = 529)

Frequency of Shopping at the Market
250

40%

200
150

23%

100

13%

9%

7%

Once a monthOnce or twice This is my first
a season
visit

Other?

8%

50
0
Weekly

Twice a
month

First Half of Market
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Comment:
• Similar to the San Juan Island Farmers Market, the Port Angeles Famers Market appears
to have two distinct shopping bases: one that is local and loyal; and one that is
comprised mainly of visitors.
• Of those responding to the survey, 36% said they shopped at the market weekly (23%)
or twice a month (13%).
• Meanwhile, 40% of respondents said this was their first visit. Since the RMA was held in
August and there was a significant portion of people who lived outside the county, they
could be visitors or tourists. Survey responses indicated that first‐time visitors were
more likely to come during the first two hours of the market.
• It is not clear how respondents interpreted “other” in this case. It could be that they
shop at both the Wednesday and Saturday markets or it could mean something else.

Question 4. How much have you (or will you) spend at the Farmers’ Market today? (N = 516)

Spending at the Market
120
19%

100
80

14%

16%

14%
13%

60
40

12%

5%

20

2%

1%

1%

2%

0

First Half of Market

Second Half of Market

Comments:
• The estimated average spending per shopping group is $16.642.
• Almost one in seven respondents reported not spending anything, which suggests that
86% of respondents bought something at the market that day.
• Almost half of respondents (48 %) report spending between $6.00 and $20.00.

2

To get the estimated average spending, each range is assigned a mid‐point dollar value. The value is multiplied by
the count in that range. Spending is totaled across ranges and divided by the total number of respondents (N).
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•

7 % reported spending over $40.00. Survey results show a higher number of shoppers
who reported spending over $40 during the first two hours of the market.”

Estimated Sales3
If we estimate an average “shopping group” includes 2.0 people at the Port Angeles Farmers’
Market, we get a total of 857 shopping groups. By multiplying the number of shopping groups
by $16.64, we would then estimate the total sales at the market on the day of the RMA to be
approximately $14,260. In most market studies, customer reported spending tends to exceed
vendor reported sales, some researchers saying by around 25%. Indeed, we see that the same
is true here with reported vendor sales for August 13 of $11,589.
Question 5. How much have you (or will you) spend at other downtown businesses or
restaurants today? (N = 503)

Shopping at Other
Downtown Businesses and Restaurants
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

30%

8%

9%

9%

11%
8%

6%

8%

6%
3%

First Half of Market

2%

Second Half of Market

Comments:
• The estimated average spending at other downtown businesses and restaurants is
$21.75.

3

Spending is estimated by “shopping group.” The average size of a shopping group varies by market, depending on
the demographics of the area, day of the week, nature of the market, as well as time of year. If we have an
estimated number of shopping groups and an estimate of the average spending, then we can calculate the
estimated sales for the day based on these assumptions. Average Spending ($)/Shopping Group X # of Shopping
Groups = Estimated Total Sales ($)
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•
•

Over two‐thirds (70%) of market shoppers bought something at a downtown business
that day.
Half of respondents (51%) reported spending between $6.00 and $50.00 at other
downtown businesses or restaurants.
12 % reported spending over $50.00.

Question 6. What is your primary reason for shopping at the market? (N = 553)
The sixth and final survey question is often the most difficult question to answer because we
ask people to choose one reason for shopping at the market. We realize that asking someone to
pick their “primary reason” for coming to the market that day can be a challenge as people tend
to come for multiple reasons. While potentially very popular, providing an “all of the above”
option would not result in useful data. Farmers markets are facing increasing competition from
co‐ops, farm stands, u‐pick, CSAs and other retail outlets, including grocery stores decorated to
look like a farmers market. Therefore, it is important for us to understand why people ‐‐ given
the increasing alternatives ‐‐ are still motivated to shop at farmers markets.

Primary Reason for Shopping at the Market
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

25%
19%

17%
13%
9%

9%
3%

2%
1%

0%

First Half of Market

Second Half of Market

The RMA results suggest that the top reasons for shopping at the market are:
1. Support a local farmer (25%)
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2. Healthy food (19 %)
3. Other (17 %)
The primary motivator of supporting local farmers is consistent with research from around the
country. Affordable food, prepared food and crafts each ranked low as primary reasons.
“Seeing friends” was also low (3 %) while “atmosphere” was fairly strong (13%) which could
make sense at more of a tourist market. It is likely that many of these choices could be
secondary reasons for shopping at the farmers market.
The 17% that selected “Other” is intriguing since we offered such a complete list. It could be
that these shoppers didn’t want to have to “pick just one” reason and used “Other” as a sort of
“all of the above” vote. Alternatively, chance visitors to the market might not have had a
premeditated reason for attending.
Shopper Suggestions:
A flip chart labeled “Suggestions” was placed at the end of the survey. Shoppers were able to
write whatever they wanted to on the blank sheets. The number one suggestion was to have
longer market hours. Specific suggestions ranged from staying open “one more hour” to several
people who wrote “until 4:00 pm.” One person wanted “hours like Pike’s Place in Seattle.”
Other shopper suggestions:
Infrastructure:
• more tables/larger eating space
• need beer and wine garden
• portable heaters in winter
• better cover for rainy days
• recycling area for plastic bottles, etc.
• handicapped parking ‐ there is none;
close by entrance would be nice
Products (in order of frequency suggested):
• coffee
• produce in smaller amounts for
single people
• more fruit
• chicken
• more sausage/meat
• wine tasting
• beer (local)
• more prepared healthy food
• breakfast food
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•
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more baked goods
more vendors
more flowers and plants
potted herbs
need candy
more arts and crafts

Events and activities:
• kid activities
• more entertainment; live music!
• more dancing
• include basket weaving
Location:
• I remember Laurel between 1st and
Front Sts. Are you now done with
getting pushed around??? For real?
• Glad you're finally back downtown;
• Please always be here
• year‐round permanent market
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Canine clash:
• For alowing dogs: 5
• Against dogs: 8
•

IV.

Other suggestions:
• indicate non‐GMO status on produce!
And on all food items (prepared or
otherwise)
• bicyclist discounts
• refer a friend coupons
•

lots of free samples

•

sun

RMA TEAM MEMBERS CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS & OBSERVATIONS

As part of the RMA, each member of the assessment team was asked to note his or her
observations about the market’s physical site, atmosphere and vendor and product mix. The
purpose is to offer helpful ideas from a “fresh” perspective. Below is a summary of key themes
and comments noted by the assessment team at the RMA. We understand that markets may
have tried ideas before or have conditions that limit their ability to implement ideas. In every
market there are external factors that may have a significant impact (positive and negative) but
are outside its sphere of control or influence.
Physical Site: This includes access to the market, parking, flow of people and traffic, liability
issues, organization, etc.
Permanent structure:
• The attractive, permanent structure with overhead cover is a key asset.
• The site can be dark, especially in the winter.
• Suggestion to paint a mural on the inside wall (big white space).
• Another challenge to this site is the finite space and limited growth potential.
Location:
• Shoppers seem to like the market’s location downtown Port Angeles, close to the ferry
dock.
• There seem to be a few shoppers still begrudging about the move from the Court House
two years ago.
• Concern about cars having “close calls” with pedestrians at Front St, mid‐block
crosswalk and crosswalk across Transit Center lot between market and Budget lot.
• Cocoadoodle donuts loves the market because of the overflow, especially on
Wednesdays.
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Parking:
• Great that the market pays for parking!!
• Parking not too easy to find if it’s your first time to the market.
• Parking lot at Budget is fiendishly hard to navigate.
Visibility:
• Good signage by ferry; waiting for ferry is another reason to be at the market.
• Signage on 101 for approaching traffic – first thing they see is the cedar craftsman and a
sign on the corner of the market. Maybe more advanced signage?
Entrances:
• Not formal entrances, some are awkward (the Bird and the Beads)
• Pretty open – people use all entrances
• Lots of stairs to/from entrance areas – no clear ADA access points (need better signage?)
• Traffic – the NE entrance seemed neglected
• Excellent entrances, bit of a distance from parking, but fantastic morning flow of people.
• Only one entrance for vendors set up makes it time‐consuming load/unload.
• Nice touch to have carts available on sidewalk for vendors in the morning!
• Strange arrangement of vendors with crafts at all entrances but one. Why is furniture
vendor on the sidewalk above the market when there is a large gap between Annie’s
flowers and the garlic vendor?
Accessibility:
• Not easily accessible to handicapped
• Make sure market is serving the needs of customers with disabilities to allow them to
access the market equally. Perhaps have signs to show where handicap access is. (signs
that can be seen from traffic)
• A market customer visiting from out of town mentioned to me that she had a very
difficult time finding accessible parking. We have several customers who have disability
and need consideration.
• Particularly the wheelchair access by the clock.
• Perhaps add signs that indicate handicap access and bicycle parking.
Bikes:
Specifically asked cyclist about accessibility. Most weren’t sure if parking/locking bikes against
the railing at the front of the Gateway Center (Front St) was okay, but otherwise good
accessibility.
Flow:
The market “flow” received the most comments from the assessment team. Concerns included
use of space, vendor placement, and congestion when busy.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of market space not used to capacity and other areas around food tables were too
tight
Crowd flows pretty well within spaces, but can get blocked by lines when market is busy.
Gets difficult for motorized carts and people who have strollers.
Generally good aisle widths, but flow poor e.g. Clark farms booth corner blocking flow
Some aisles good, some too wide, some blocked
Booth placement: some outer booths are hanging out there – too far away; need to pull
them in or fill in the spaces between;
Moving a few vendors, especially around the NE corner will make the market more
cohesive.
I found myself trying to cut behind vendors several times because I couldn't get a feel
for flow.
There are several places where customers get bottlenecked – especially with those
strollers
Really like the meandering flow of traffic; seems to work well.
Too crowded in main traffic areas – especially on west side of Nash’s and outside on
south
Majority of shoppers are congregated in the middle of the market.
Revisit placement of vendors. Nash in the middle? Maybe move to the edge?
Angles of tents did block traffic in areas
Flow is very difficult. Especially with the “eating” tables right in the center (although our
survey contributes to that problem!)
Would be nice to have a clearer circle or path through the vendors
A little congestion by Nash’s and Korean lady
Also bottleneck where people pass thought the Birds and Bees tent
I wonder if opening 30 minutes earlier would relieve am congestion

Tables:
• Tables to sit at on west end creates a bottleneck (congestion)
• Nice customer service offerings: staffed info booth, EBT/debit “chits”, music, seating
(though it was in the way of foot traffic); it would be better to have seating out of the
way of the traffic flow
• Wow, the tables got dirty with food and my clipboard got dirty. Does someone clean
them?
• Great to have multiple options to sit and eat
• A designated sitting/eating area would probably gather more people. Seemed like local
and friends mostly used the randomly placed tables.
• Visitors/tourists might like a less busy spot to rest.
Northeast corner:
The east end of the market and northeast corner in particular attracted the assessment team’s
attention and concern. Their suggestion is to somehow draw customers to east end of market.
• East side of market “dead” all day (craft vendors).
Port Angeles Rapid Market Assessment 2011
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•
•

Outdoor vendors could be groups more compactly to provide better visual appearance
of busy market.
Needs more vendors on the outside area – it’s the first thing shoppers see. Should look
interesting. Looks too desolate on the Lincoln street side.
Not enough vendors! Vendors on the outside seem to be by‐passed because there’s too
much empty space around them to encourage shoppers to explore that area.
Nice organization – booths, with awnings define spaces well.

Crafters:
• Craft area feels left out
• Would make sure to have all growers together, and group the jewelry, wools, and crafts
people together in a different area.
• Working crafts into market set up may increase traffic, flow and sales.
• I’d beef up crafts, just outside the food market OR get rid of them all together (and bring
in more food to replace them). Crafts seem like an afterthought.
• I don’t like the crafts being on the periphery of the market; they’re kind of lost.
• Mostly crafters are visible from outside the market. Could some produce vendors be
position in the prominent edge spaces?
• Are all the craft items made locally?
Cedar furniture vendor:
• Liked the cedar garden furniture “display” below the stairs. (just like home!) (away from
the main booth. But the booth up at the intersection seems weird and out of place.
• Why is the cedar furniture guy on the street and not with the rest of the other vendors?
It might block people from seeing the market?
Bathrooms:
• Bathroom access is wonderful! Nice to have them right on site without a need for porta
potties.
• Need toilet seats in ladies restroom.
Garbage cans:
• Great garbage cans
• Where are the garbage cans? Should be more obvious.
Atmosphere: This includes the overall “feel” of the market, type of shoppers, conversations,
educational activities, community connections, etc.
Busy!
• The market is busy, friendly, exciting, happy, very festive, noisy.
• Market busy before opening at 10am until about 1:20pm ish
• Comment: seems to be more people here than usual
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•

Customer walking in at 10:25 “oh my gosh! It’s busy! White women, mid‐30s with a
male partner)
Very congested on north side but maybe due to the survey and seating together

Community:
• Good community gathering spot and information exchange.
• Very friendly and vibrant – a meeting place for locals.
• People happy and engaged (with other customers and market vendors)
• The community interaction is the most wonderful element of the farmers market.
observed lots of families shopping together, interacting with their children. Very
valuable environment for some of our DD citizens. Creates social equality for them.
• Community feel in the best way.
• Awesome community feel.
• One of the reasons to come down to the market is to visit (comment from shopper).
• People are having a good time; shoppers seem like they are enjoying themselves
• Nice mix of people – lots of families
• Children of all ages, lots of families with children
Visitors:
• Seemed to be a lot of visitors from out of town, state and out of county. Very good way
for visitors to experience local cultures.
• Community embraces visitors (e.g. Korean martial arts students were introduced on PA
system). Nice touch to welcome the Korean Taekwondo kids.
• Taekwondo group crowded flow
• 15 visiting Korean Taekwondo teams; bought prepared food.
Music:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People dancing and singing to the music.
No one seems to listen to the music; no seating by music.
Great band – should play until closing though.
I didn’t notice if folks stopped to listen to the music, but the band could be replaced
with buskers to take up less space. Just a thought.
If musicians have to leave before the market closes, could you play a CD over the sound
system?
Music adds to the energy
Great, enjoyable, appropriate music – a bit loud for folks conversing nearby and the
quiet was too quiet when they stopped playing sudden lull.
Love the live music and the vendors clapping in support.
Music is fantastic!
Good excitement and cheer level. Entertainment at nice sound level.
Great farmers, market music some others have been loud or not appropriate for some
demographics.
Music is important to the festive feel.
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•

A shopper that visits frequently said sometimes the music is too loud.

Events:
• Any possible connections for Farmers Market Week?
• Didn’t see any educational activities or community connections.
• No educational activities or demos.
• Heritage Days was happening by Maurices.
Dogs:
• Talked to a dog owner who says the market was his dog’s favorite place to go and he
knows several people including the city manager who no longer come because of the
ban on pets. (Of course he was there and his wife was shopping.)
• Feedback: allow dogs.

Vendors and Products: This includes access to the market, parking, flow of people and traffic,
liability issues, organization, etc.
Vendor friendliness and customer service:
• Vendors friendly, answering questions, knowledgeable, patient; generally helpful.
• Vendors seem friendly, outgoing, engaging with customers; the vendors are welcoming
and helpful, knowledgeable; makes shoppers want to return. Vendors are very friendly
without being pushy.
• Most vendors seem to have a good rapport with customers – gives market a welcoming
feel.
• Overheard produce vendors giving growing tips to shoppers.
• Vendors shared ideas for cooking/preparing the produce they sell.
• Lots of hugs amongst customers and vendors.
• Smiles and genuine interest in customers goes a long way!
• It is good when vendors recognize the people who come all the time but are just as
friendly with “newcomers.”
• Crafters/farmers share personal aspects of their craft, such as, “I make these children’s
caps from left over yarn skeins” (no waste) or how they got interested in growing a
certain crop, or benefits of its use.
• Naturally enthusiastic, friendly vendors attract more customers (Nash’s). Some vendors
were not inviting. Got the hard sell from the fundraiser girl – too hard.
• Garlic vendor – plain set up, yet drew customers, very knowledgeable about garlic
• Multiple observations of vendors bartering.
Signage and displays:
• Most vendors have very nice displays; most signage is visible; clear signage / good prices.
• Beautiful produce displays!
• Those that did were great, especially pictures of the farm. Creates a good connection.
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Some vendors do not have signage of who they are; make sure there’s a sign to let
customers know who you are.
No signage at Korean family booth.
Faerie garden vendor – no sign for faerie skirts – hard to know what item is without sign
The beef and lamb booths had informative easy to read sign. Signs need to be posted
where they are visible, even when the market is crowded and should be obvious from a
distance (clear lettering).
West wind farm – nice display but no signage today, crooked table cloths.
Pan d’amore – ripped, wrinkled, dirty, askew tablecloth.
Might be nice to encourage garlic guy, wild west, and Clark farm to dress up displays a
bit. Even just a table cloth and (garlic guy) painted sign would be nice.
Garlic vendor did not have prices and was “eyeing a pound for $15/lb price” because his
scales aren’t certified yet
Baked goods did not have signage for scones/breakfast breads nor pricing (grocery,
natural) Ingredient list?
Price signage should be required for all vendors.
Good idea to set signage requirement for pricing.

Nash’s:
• Nash’s display is very inviting, visually appealing; fantastic produce stand.
• Nash’s makes a great anchor [did well]; focal point of market.
• A vibrant, attractive, lush display such as Nash’s really creates a center.
• Nash’s could use two cashiers but clearly people have great relationships with the
vendor and are willing to wait.
Product mix:
• Great product mix for such a small market; Meat/veg/cheese/bakery/seafood/value
added – great mix. Good job on product mix!
• Excellent variety!! I love how well the local foods are represented.
• Nice, balanced mix.
• Very good product mix of and quality! Pleasing displays and signage at most booths.
Customer service was very good too.
• Best selection in during the morning – come in the afternoon for mostly produce and
crafts.
• Needs better ethnic mix of vendors.
Sales and shopping:
• Big line up at the seafood booth at 1pm.
• Flowers going out one after the other all afternoon.
• Craft vendors do not have many customers.
• People have come in all day long, still at good crowd at end of the day, though some
vendors are packing up (1:30pm). Good selection of produce left.
• Products still available at 1pm which is good.
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Saw a few Starbucks mugs! Baked goods and tea nearly sold out.
People wait in line. Lots of people waiting for hot food or beef.
Most shoppers left with food products and most of them left with a bag. A good amount
of shoppers bought products (had bag of stuff).
People come here for the farms and food. Crafts were frequently overlooked (perhaps
due to price level).

Products:
• Mostly produce; product quality is high, good mix. Lots of produce and produce
customers. Produce of outstanding quality.
• People seemed please with the variety and quality of food products.
• Keep your cheese vendor at all costs.
• People appreciated availability of organic and unprocessed foods.
• People love the meat vendor.
Prepared foods:
• Good selection of prepared foods.
• I enjoyed everything I ate.
• Food booths seem popular at noon, and soups etc sell out quickly.
• Pot sticker vendor had steady stream of customers. Styrofoam food containers at
Korean pot sticker booth.
Potential liability:
• Food safety: cheese not refrigerated? Is that allowed?; Did not see cheese vendor
utilizing refrigeration/coolers.
• Salmon vendor’s product was melting and did not appear to stay frozen.
• If vendor does not have certified scales then the product must be sold by the piece or
bunch.
• Egg labeling could not be seen unless purchased.
• Weights – loved the buckets planted with succulents used as weights!
Suggested products:
• Add a soap and body care products vendors; customers looking for soap.
• No coffee offered; more drinks. Where can you get something to drink?
• Need fruit vendor – soft fruit and apples – perhaps cheese vendor could sell?
• Need chicken!
• Could definitely support more baked goods and ready to eat vendors (and beverages).
• Maybe more “restaurant” booths (with locally prepared choices) – strawberry shortcake.
• Overheard people wanting smaller produce quantities. No tomatoes at the market.
Market Information Booth:
• Good info at market manager booth. Seeds nice. Community board at market booth is a
great idea.
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V.

Good idea to have “satellite” display adjacent to main table at booth near NW entrance.
Johnston Farm. It didn’t block traffic.
Hard to find the market booth Tourists on the street‐level asked me if I was a local, but
didn’t go into the market. Offering a visible info booth (with signage facing the market)
may draw in more visitors. Make info booth more prominent.
Debit/credit card service well used, convenient for shoppers; a definite plus for the
market
Given the large first time customers, it would be good to see a more prominent display
for market manager and taking EBT/credit/debit.
Manager booth need to be more visible especially for new EBT/snap customers.
Sometimes there is no one at the market manager booth.

CONCLUSION

The RMA team estimated that approximately 1,714 shoppers came to the Port Angeles market
on August 13, 2011. Many vendors and observers said that it seemed like one of “the busiest
days so far this year.” The RMA team also noted the busy market, citing active sales and even
lines at vendors.
An average of 530 people responded to each of the six shopper survey questions. This is an
estimated intercept rate of 31% of all shoppers at the market that day. Highlights include:
• 49 % of respondents reported living in Port Angeles and a full 57 % in Clallam County; 43 %
of shoppers were from outside of the county, including 26 % from “Other”– suggesting a
strong showing from other US states or international visitors.
• As expected, most (77%) people drove to the market, suggesting parking is critical to the
market access.
• Over a third (36%) of dot survey respondents reported shopping at the market either
weekly (23%) or twice a month (13%), suggesting a strong loyal customer base. At the same
time, 40% of people said this was their first time at the market.
• On average, shoppers reported spending an estimated $16.64 at the market that day and
$21.75 at other downtown businesses and restaurants. 70% of all market shoppers also
planned to spend or had spent something downtown. Total estimated sales were between
$15,840 and $19,000, depending on the size of the shopping group.
• As with other RMAs we have organized, the top reason for shopping at the market is “to
support a local farmer” (25 %). This was followed by “healthy food” (19%), “Other” (17%)
and “atmosphere” (13%).
The shopping frequency data, in combination with where respondents live, suggests that the
market is serving two distinct, strong customer bases: one comprised primarily of locals and
one comprised of visitors. Each customer base should be considered separately in key
management decisions, at least during the peak season, as their needs tend to be different.
Visitors will need additional signage to the market entrances, bathrooms, market information
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booth, any rules etc. Visitors may also tend to seek out more ready‐to‐eat or portable products,
especially items that are unique or authentic to the region. Educational outreach strategies may
also differ. Locals may connect more to ongoing events and opportunities whereas visitors may
benefit from more basic information about the region. What we can learn from Port Angeles
(and San Juan Island also) is the importance of not thinking of markets as solely a “tourist” or
“local” market because in fact it may be both.
Our assessment team was really impressed with the permanent market structure, vibrant sense
of community, as well as the quality and mix of products and vendors at the Port Angeles
market. The active participation of the board and community members in the market was also
very impressive and speaks well of the market’s future potential.
Overall, the RMA team’s strongest recommendations are to:
• work on the overall flow of the market traffic so that there are fewer “bottlenecks”;
• address the “empty” space in the northeast corner to even out the energy and visual
density in the market;
• reconsider the placement of the crafters so that they have a more coherent place in the
market;
• increase the market visibility from the street level and highlight the market entrances
with strong visuals that can be seen from the street (e.g. tall banners, flags, flower
vendors, etc.);
• consider adding more soft and stone fruit, corn, and a soap/body products.
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Port Angeles Farmers Market – August 13, 2011
Rapid Market Assessment
Survey Questions & Responses
An average of 530 people answered each dot survey question which represents an estimated
intercept rate of 31% of shoppers.
Survey Question

Responses

Total

%

1. Where do you live?

Port Angeles

264.5

49%

Joyce

12.5

2%

Sequim

22

4%

West End
Carlsborg
Other Clallam County
Jefferson County
Other Western WA County
Eastern WA
Victoria
Other

2
0
7
1
58
18
17
138

0%
0%
1%
0%
11%
3%
3%
26%

TOTAL

540

100%

Foot

67

13%

Bicycle

5

1%

Small or Mid-sized Car

254

47%

Large Car, SUV, or Truck

157

29%

Bus, rideshare or carpool?

27

5%

Ferry

14

3%

Other?

12

2%

TOTAL

536

100%

Weekly

122

23%

Twice a month

70.5

13%

Once a month

42.5

8%

Once or twice a season

49

9%

This is my first visit

210

40%

2. How did you travel to the
market today?

3. How often do you shop at
this farmers market?

Other?

35

7%

TOTAL

529

100%
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Survey Question
continued
4. How much have you (or
will you) spend at the
market today?

5. How much will you spend
at other downtown
businesses or restaurants
today?

6. What is your primary
reason for shopping at the
market today?

Responses

Total

%

$0

73

14%

$1 to 5

72

14%

$6 to 10

96

19%

$11 to 15

68

13%

$16 to 20

85

16%

$21 to 30

60

12%

$31 to 40

25

5%

$41 to 50

11

2%

$51 to 75

7

1%

$76 to 100

7

1%

Over $100

12

2%

TOTAL

516

100%

$0

152.5

30%

$1 to 5

42.5

8%

$6 to 10

46

9%

$11 to 15

43

9%

$16 to 20

53

11%

$21 to 30

40

8%

$31 to 40

30

6%

$41 to 50

38

8%

$51 to 75

16

3%

$76 to 100

10

2%

Over $100

32

6%

TOTAL

503

100%

Healthy food

107.5

19%

Environmentally friendly food

51.5

9%

Tasty food

52

9%

Affordable food

2

0%

137

25%

Atmosphere

71

13%

Seeing friends

19

3%

Crafts

13

2%

Prepared foods

6

1%

Other

94

17%

TOTAL

553

100%

Support a local farmer
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